Internal exam rules for IB students

Students must bring photo identification (School ID or Learners permit)

School uniform must be worn

Only authorized materials in the exam – check with your teachers

NO mobile phones or electronic devices – these will be confiscated if brought into the exam – store in lockers

Enter and leave exam rooms in silence when instructed to do so by the supervisor. Move away from the exam rooms before talking

You must stay for the duration of the exam

Bottled water must be in a clear plastic bottle with no labels and left on the floor

Watches must be placed on the desk.

No thesaurus or dictionary permitted. For students with English as a second language a translating dictionary is permitted for Group 3, 4, 5 & 6 subjects

Pencil case must be clear and left on the floor

Use pencil only for Multiple Choice answer sheets

No communication (of any sort) with other students in the exam room. No cheating

You must not disturb, annoy or interfere with any other students during the exam

Reading time – reading only – NO writing or marking the paper in ANY way

Writing time – you can start writing when instructed to do so and MUST STOP when asked to do so. Hand up for any question

You must remain seated in silence while exam papers are collected